Celebrity Cipher
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

B V J P O C , N P Y F Y ’ D Z P D Y B D
Y A X V X . ” — T F D B T B G E B O X T T F

Previous Solution: “My grandmother was a very tough woman. She buried three husbands, and two of them were just napping.” — Rita Rudner
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

B ’ N N I Y H R E R N V O H D X Z D W E Y Y B Z S . . .
R Z K E A J Z H T B D . ” — F E O A E Y V F H O Z J

Previous Solution: “A lot of comics just joke around, but it’s just as important to get the truth out there.” — Lisa Lampanelli
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“R C H R K X O U B H I N R C G P K K D N T Z
C X B S D X O Y B X A H P T S R H B B D X O
C X I I X T S H K V O B R C H D P K H . ”
— A C H B B H D I N T R H K A

Previous Solution: “I find it fun to play one of the worst mothers on television. I’ll probably not get married ... because of it.” — January Jones
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

D Y N A V Y O N T Z N X I S R O G A K N H I
D V Y T G A K Y P G T X A R O N G T . ”
— O R K Y O A S O R X A

Previous Solution: “The trouble with marrying an actor is they grab you ... hold you close and tell you how wonderful they are.” — Shelley Winters
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“C T R M H W X K R S Z L C T Z L Y C R H N M W H C N
L N C T B C — I W K K W Z S R P K W N R K O
T R H R — C T R O J R Y R H B K K O C B F R
M K B P R L Y Z L Y C R H . ” — V B G R X B H H O

Previous Solution: “A bank is a place where you lend money in fair weather and ask for it back when it begins to rain.” — Robert Frost
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“A C T G V T W Y P C Y J L U G V S , S Y L T
W Y P C V G O T L V , K T C T G N W V Y X S Y J
W Y P C V G O T L V G L N N Y L ‘ V N Y P K V
W Y P C X T O Z . ” — H A T A P K T

Previous Solution: “The problem with winter sports is that — follow me closely here — they generally take place in winter.” — Dave Barry
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